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What We Heard – A First Glance
Thank you for joining and supporting us at the October 3 conference – Partners in the Power of
Information Sharing: Education, Empower, Engagement.
We undertook to provide a summary of learnings from the day. The following constitutes the first of two
reports: high-level observations, highlighting key points that we noted during the day.
We invite you to respond with any comments or observations of your own to: judy@imaginecitizens.ca
and watch for a deeper, follow-up report in the coming weeks.

Judy Birdsell, Founding Member and Chair of IMAGINE and Gail MacKean, Founding Member and CoChair Evidence Support Working Group
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Question & Answer Themes
There were opportunities for the event participants to make comments and ask questions following each
of the four presentations and the panel. All questions and comments were shared with the presenters
and panelists in a number of ways (e.g., written on a recipe card and passed to the front of the room,
through a chatbox accessible to all individuals and sites participating virtually, through the event twitter
feed, or email).

Speakers & Panel Presenters
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Maria Santana is a faculty member at the University of Calgary Cumming School of Medicine and Scientific Director of the
SPOR Patient Engagement Platform. Connor Kitchen is a young man who has front line ‘lived experience’ as a cancer patient
for the past 4 years having been diagnosed when he was 21. Bill Ghali is the Scientific Director of the O’Brien Institute for Public
Health.
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Presentation Themes
There were some themes that arose in response to a particular presentation, but there were also a
number of cross-cutting themes that emerged throughout the day. This is not at all surprising, given
that the presentations and panel discussion were designed to build onto each other. Cross-cutting
themes are given below and as we review the video recordings and learn more, we hope to share
responses and additional information on the topics embedded in the questions.
Cross Cutting Themes with examples arising from the question:

“Information is centered
around services not patients.”
Ewan Affleck

“Your care team has half the puzzle and you have the
other half, and together you complete the story.”
Shaneel Pathak

“It is a challenge as an individual to track your journey
throughout the system, to be aware of what your status is.”
Larry Sylvestre

“There is a moral imperative [..] to give the [patient]
ownership and custodianship [..] of their information.”
“Information is the currency of all care.”

Ewan Affleck

Ewan Affleck

“Data liquidity and inter-operability are
tremendous challenges.”
Larry Sylvestre
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Poll Responses
Throughout the morning, participants were asked four live polling questions:
Answers: Word Cloud
Poll Question 1
Using only one or two words, what is one of your
most trusted sources of health information?

Answers:
Poll Question 2
Have you signed up for Alberta Health's MyHealth
Record to access your personal health information?

48% said YES and 52% said NO.
Out of those who said NO, 65% said
they were aware of it.

Answers:
Poll Question 3

50% of participants are ‘very

If you had access to all your health information,
are you confident you could use it effectively to
improve your overall health experience.

confident’ they could use their own
health information effectively to
improve their overall health experience
if they had access to it.

Answers:
Poll Question 4

Only 21% felt the continuity of their
Based on your own experiences with our health care care was ‘very good’ or ‘good’.
system, would you say the continuity of your care
73% said it was ‘fair’ or ‘poor’.
has generally been …
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Billboards
At the back of the conference room were two billboards where Calgary participants could answer
questions and offer feedback.
Billboard Questions:
Can technology help us remain healthy or manage our care? Dream about the future.

Main theme: real time access; 24/7 from anywhere; e.g.
● Virtual chat function on MyHealthAlberta
● Virtual care e.g. remote visits
● Real time, ongoing patient reported data
● Like shipment tracking (Where am I in system; tests done; appointment scheduled, etc.)
Privacy a concern for some
● Who protects my information
● Ethics should trump privacy
● Patients own their own information – patient notified when someone accesses their information
Integration
● Finding the rare ‘others’. No longer alone
● Fully integrated single system (health, social, education, justice, etc.)
● Shift health care team to treat whole person
● Include integrative health care records
● System needs to work for patients and health care providers – providers are human too
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World Café
After the panel discussion, the afternoon was dedicated to hearing from the citizens in the room. Don
McLeod hosted the World Café Discussion.
Question 1: How is digital health relevant to you?
o
o
o
o
o
o

Help for rural communities
Not having to repeat myself
24/7 access
Better continuity of care; fewer unnecessary appointments
Learn of opportunities to participate in research
Helps me take ownership of my own health

Question 2: What technologies have changed your life and ways similar technologies could impact
your health interactions?
Technologies that have changed lives:
o Online shopping
o Banking
o Connecting with people with similar interests
o Home security; personal safety
o Tools facilitating remote working
o Travelling (maps, transit apps)
o Enhanced connectivity to family
Potentially positive implications for health:
o Access and convenience (e.g. live chats with providers)
o Timely feedback; tracking (e.g. referrals, appointments)
o Medication safety records to flag interactions
o Consultations via skype
o Convenient for travelling to have info available and be able to contact usual providers
o Help us all keep current with recent evidence
o Accurate timeline of key health events/interactions
o Better collaboration and communication
o Interactions more convenient; not just office hours in one time zone
Some reservations:
o Augment doctor/patient relationship; not take over
o Whose job is it to follow up
o Who owns your data
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Question 3: What concerns do you have about this shift in how we access and share our personal
health information or interact in other ways with the health care system using digital technology?
Information technology will never replace human relationships:
o It’s not a technology issue; it’s a human one
o Can I trust new technology will improve relationship with my provider
Users (patients, families, citizens) are very diverse:
o Differences abound – age, culture, language, digital literacy, geography, trust in health system
o Not everyone wants to own their data
Potential barriers/issues:
o Payment structure for physicians is a barrier
o If we shift to patients as custodians of their own data, are we just shifting the cracks?
Differences of opinions:
o Concern re privacy e.g. potential use by insurance companies
o Privacy used as an excuse to limit access to information
o More concerned with my banking data than my health data

Participants
Thank you to everyone who attended, live streamed and participated in our dialogue throughout the
day. We used the hashtag #IMAGINEeHealth throughout the day to raise our awareness and our digital
presence.
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What We Learned
●
●
●

There is great energy and desire among participants to address the role of citizens in the
discussion and decisions surrounding sharing health information/ eHealth / digital health.
There are many lessons to be learned from examining what digital technology has helped us
achieve in other sectors (e.g. shopping, banking, travelling).
There is a lot of work to be done before citizens (who are sometimes patients) will be able to
use their complete health record as a tool working in partnership with care providers to achieve
optimal health. The concept of ‘complete health record’ needs to be well understood by
everyone.

What is Next
●
●
●

●
●

Responses to the post event survey have already been sent to participants and will help inform
our next steps.
Maria Santana, Scientific Director of the SPOR Patient Engagement Platform and her team will
do a more rigorous analysis of the day including what participants told us.
After review of the presentation videos we will share through our newsletter some thought
provoking quotes and attempt to provide further reflection on some of the themes arising
during the Question and Answer sessions following the presentations.
If you do not receive our newsletter and would like to, please visit the IMAGINE Citizens’
webpage at imaginecitizens.ca and subscribe.
Last, but NOT least, we will keep you informed on upcoming opportunities on how you can
become more involved with IMAGINE. Stay tuned!

“We need to have a health care system
with a foundation of teamwork.”
Teri Price

“This disconnected environment runs completely
counter to the principles of patient centered care.”
“At one point, your health trumps
your privacy concerns.”

Doreen Rabi

Shaneel Pathak
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